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Abstract: Software defect prediction is an important  factor 

which  maintains high grade of software and reduces  the cost  of 

software  development.In General, defect prediction identifies 

the modules that are defect-prone and then proceed for the 

testing phases.Literature survey is performed on Software defect 

prediction which is based on different machine learning 

techniques such as decision trees, neural network, Naive Bayes 

etc., This project presents the survey of various techniques to 

identify defects which also shows the accuracy between  one 

defect to the other defect.To perform this experiment four NASA 

datasets have been used(defect data sets).These datasets are 

different in size and number of defective data. Finally, we end up 

with identifying which technique gives us more accuracy and 

less number of defects. 

 

Index Terms: software defect prediction, software reliability, 

fault prediction, defect data sets, accuracy. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

  Beginning late, best software defect prediction approaches 

have been proposed and  pulled in a ton.Software defects and 

deficiency in general affects the software  reliability, software 

quality, product complexity.  

It is very hard to achieve a fault-free or defect free software 

now-a-days ,even if the  software is applied in cautious 

manner there are to be some hidden faults and mistakes.  

In everyday language the terms Bug,Defect,Error,Failure 

are used inte changeably.Defect Prediction is an important 

factor in Software . Defect prediction is the   most mature 

area in the field of software.To overcome Defects, many 

redundancy techniques such as Hard-ware redundancy, 

soft-ware redundancy, Information redundancy and Time 

redundancy can be used.Redundancy is performing the same 

functionality through the execution of different 

elements.”Detection” is the key role in Software defect 

prediction ,detection is the observation of an error at a 

primary output, input simulation that creates an error as a 

result of fault. Several techniques are proposed to 

tackle(gear) the Soft-ware defect Prediction(SDP)problems. 
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The popularly known techniques are Machine Learning 

techniques(ML).The ML techniques are used mostly in SDP 

to predict the defected modules.Paper shows the study that 

talks about Naive Bayes(NB)classifier technique,Multilayer 

perceptron, Support Vector Machine(SVM)technique, 

Decision Tree classifier(DT).These ML classifiers are been 

applied to the dataset works and in computation the paper 

compares between one algorithm to other . Comparison 

shows the Error Rate and Accuracy.The outline of these ML  

algorithms  is being shown and also we showcased a dataset  

and assessment approach.Experimentation Results  are 

shown in conclusions. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 

Watanabe proposed the estimation pay approach for Cross 

project defect prediction. The metric pay changes an 

objective dataset like a source dataset by utilising the 

conventional estimation respects. To assess the execution 

metric pays, Watanabe et al. gathered 2 deformation datasets 

with an equivalent estimation set from two programming 

assignments and a brief span later organized CPDP. 

Rahman et al. assessed the CPDP execution to the degree 

cost effectiveness and concerned that the longing execution 

of CPDP resembles WPDP .For the unequivocal 

examination,He gathered nine data-sets with similar strategy 

met-ric sets.  Fukushima composed a distinct examination of 

just-in-time defect-prediction in the ‘CPDP’ settings.They 

utilized 16 datasets with a practically identical estimation 

set. The 11 datasets were given by Kamei in any case, 5 

undertakings were starting late collected with a similar 

estimation set of the 11 datasets. Regardless, gathering 

datasets with a cost estimation set may oblige CPDP. For 

instance if existing bending datasets contain 

object-composed estimations, for example, CK estimations, 

amassing a practically identical thing masterminded 

estimations is unimaginable for activities . Hans J. Lenz 

proposed an algorithm which indicates No.of Clusters based 

on similarity matrix.This idea is implemented form spectral 

clustering,clustering, process on stochastic process on graph 

and Cramer theory. 

Yvan Saeys introduced ensemble methods for feature 

selection.  
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He showed constucting ensemble feature selection 

techniques of feature ranking and feature subset selection. 

Nam et al. adjusted a front line exchange learning system 

known Transfer Component Analysis (TCA) and also 

proposed TCA+. Usage of 8 datasets in two social events, 

ReLink and AEEEM are been used 

Regardless, Nam et al. couldn't prompt CPDP among ReLink 

and AEEEM in light of the manner in which that they have 

heterogeneous estimation sets. Since errand pool an identical 

estimation set is compelled, planning CPDP utilizing an 

undertaking bunch with an equivalent estimation can be kept 

good.In that limit, we can't really lead CPDP for of the 

bending data-sets by utilizing  staying (82%) data-sets in the 

PROMISE store. CPDP assesses driven by Canfora et al. 

moreover, Pani-chella et al. utilized 10 Java undertakings 

just with a tantamount estimation set from the PROMISE 

vault Zhang et al. proposed the no19 matter how you look at 

it appear for CPDP . Regardless, the extensive imperfection 

want model might be difficult to apply for undertakings with 

heterogeneous estimation sets since the far reaching model 

uses 26 estimations including code estimations, 

object-orchestrated estimations, and strategy estimations. 

Everything considered, the model must be reasonable for 

target datasets with an equivalent 26 estimations. For the 

situation where the objective experience has not been made 

in article engineered tongues, a general model made utilizing 

object-organized estimations can't be utilized for the 

objective dataset.  

He et al. kept an eye out for the hindrances because of 

heterogeneous estimation sets in CPDP examines recorded 

above.Their procedure, CPDP-IFS, utilized stream 

trademark vectors of an occasion as estimations. The guess 

execution of their best methodology is in every practical 

sense undefined to or solid in improving ordinary CPDP 

models.. In any case, the rationality by He et al. isn't 

separated and WPDP.  

Regardless of the way  the best rationality is useful to increase 

the standard CPDP models, the examination might be  

delicate because the longing execution of a common CPDP is 

consistently unfathomably low. Additionally, He et al. 

facilitated examinations on just 11 extends in 3 dataset social 

events 

Normal E.Fenton proposed in  illustration of these points the 

“Goldilock’s Conjecture”.Issues that surrounds the 

“Goldilock’s Conjec-ture” illustrates how difficult is the 

defect prediction is and how easy to commit modeling 

mistakes. 

Naeem Seliya says feature selection is important in defect 

prediction also implies that selecting the correct sets of 

software metrics for defect prediction is important. Working 

with a smaller set of metrics for software quality modeling is 

more attractive than working with a large number of metrics. 

III. USED MACHINE LEARNING TECHNIQUES 

The study shows the assessment of  Machine learning 

techniques namely, Naive bayes(NB),Multi layer perceptron, 

Support Vector Machine,Decision Tree(DT). This paper 

shows the performance accuracy,Error Rate and capability of 

ML algorithms .Also Shows us the comparative analysis of 

the algorithms. These algorithms show the difference 

between Accuracy and Error Rate.Here is the detailed 

description of the algorithms used: 

 

Naive Bayes (NB): 

Naive Bayes is a effective and a probabilistic classifier based 

on Bayes theorem Also gives an illusion b/w the features. 

Artificial neural networks(ANN): 

The neural network itself is not an ,algorithm, but rather it is 

a frame-work for many different ML algorithms to work and 

process complex data inputs. 

 

 

ANN implements the signal at a connection between 

artificial neuron  is the real number, and the output of each 

neutron is computed by some non-linear function of the sum 

of i/p’s 

Multilayer perceptron(MLP):The Multi-layer perceptron 

differs from the simple perceptron in many ways.An MLP is 

a class of “feed-forward neural network”.Consist of three 

layers: 

A)The input layer 

B)The hidden layer and 

C)The output layer 

A supervised learning technique namely “back propagation” 

is been utilised byMutilayer perceptron for training. 
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Decision Tree(DT): 

A decision tree is a tree like  structure which uses a 

tree-graph or model of decisions and their possible 

consequences.Decision tree uses a branching method to 

illustrate output of decisions.In decision ,tree, each branch 

represents a possible decision or reaction. 

 

The result of a DT will be called Decision -nodes and 

Leaf-nodes.A Decision node will be having two or more 

branches. 

Support-vector machine(SVM) : 

 

SVM is a ML technique to divide data which tries to reduce 

the gap between the categories. 

SVM is supervised algorithm which is  assocated with  

learning algorithms that analyse data used for 

classification&regression. SVM model is the representation 

of examples as points in space. 

 

Maximum Margin Classifier 

A margin classifier ,gives an associated distance from the 

decision boundary. 

Maximum Margin Classifier divides data, if the data is 

linearly separable. But due to some reasons it cannot be 

applied to the data where no clear linear boundary is possible. 

 
 

Support Vector Classifier 

SVC is an supervised machine Learning algorithm.Can be 

used for classification and regression. 

 

IV. RESULTS 

The proposed system is mostly implemented by using the 

four classification algorithms. Among the classification 

“MultiLayer perceptron” is most widely used and 

performance is improved based on the accuracy and error 

rate. 

A)Confusion-Matrix 

It is  a table that is designed to record the performance of ML 

algorithm.Every row of the confusion matrix reperesents the 

actual class, column indicates the instance in a predicted 

class or conversely.this gives the result as true positive, true 

negative, false positive, false negatives 

 

B)Accuracy 

Accuracy is the state of being correct.Results will. Be  both 

True positive,True negative(TN,TF) among the overall No.of 

examined instances. 1 and 0 are the best and worst accuracy 

values respectively. Formula: 

A=(TP+TN)/(FP+FN+TP+TN) 

C)Precision 

Precision is the state of being exact. 

Predictive positive value   

Precision is be calculated by : 

Number of correct predictions/Total number of positive 

predictions. 1 and 0 are the best and worst ever precisions 

and can be calculated as:   

Pre= TP/(FP+TP) 

 

 

D) Recall 

TP rate 

Re-call is calculated by:  

Number of +VE (Positive predictions) /the total number of 

positives. 

Computed by 

R= TP/(FN+TP) 

E) F-Measure 

F-Measure is the  weighted mean of recall and precision. 

F-Measure combines both precision measures and recall in 

one measure to compare ML algorithms 

calculated by the following Formula:  

 F-Measure= (2*precision*recall)/(precision+recall)        
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F. Root-Mean-Square-Error (RMSE)  

Root Mean square error is the measure for computing  the 

efficiency (or) Performance  of the prediction model. 

Measure the difference b/w the actual and predicted values.if 

the predicted value is X and the actual value is XP then  

RMSE is as 

shown below: 

   RMSE =  SQRT(1/N)*SIGMA n to i=1  (xi-xpi)^2 

V. DATA SETS 

 

 

 

 

 Navie 

Bayes 

Multilayer 

Preceptron 

SVM Decision 

Tree 

Accuracy 0.81413

5 

0.81966 0.817471 0.81674 

Error rate 0.18586 0.180339 0.182526 0,18325 

VI. EXPERIMENT RESULT 

 

This CASE STUDY used WEKA which is  a good machine 

learning tool which evaluatesML algorithms in software 

Defect prediction problem. A cross validation of 10 folds  is 

been used for each dataset. The accuracy and the Error Rate 

of these algorithms are shown. The three ML algorithms  

achieved  an accuracy rate and error rate. Among the 

classification ,SVM is most widely used and performance is 

improved based on the accuracy and error rate. 

 

VII. CONCLUSION 

Defect prediction is most widely implemented in many places 

and also in heterogeneous systems. Datasets are used such as 

bank dataset and supermarket datasets are utilised and 

performance is show in this paper. 
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